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Abstract: Rock fragments obtained by excavation can provide information for evaluating the excava-
tion efficiency, for which the coarseness index (CI) and particle size parameters (d50, dMPS, and d′) are
used. However, CI depends on the number and size of the sieves used, and the particle size parame-
ters require mathematical calculations. In this study, the maximum diameter (dmax) of rock fragments
was used as an indicator of the excavation efficiency. Linear cutting tests were performed and the rock
fragments were sieved to obtain the CI and dmax. The relationship between dmax and CI was similar
to that between other particle parameters and CI. dmax and CI increased with increasing penetration
depth and spacing, but dmax followed a linear relationship, and CI demonstrated a power relationship.
Both dmax and CI reached their maximum values at a specific ratio of spacing to penetration depth
(s/p ratio) and were not affected by subsequent increases in s/p. The cutting force and volume had
positive relationships with dmax and CI, linear with dmax and exponential with CI, whereas the specific
energy (SE) had an inverse relationship, showing exponential and linear relationships with dmax and
CI, respectively. When dmax was larger than a certain value, SE converged to a constant value. This
study confirmed that dmax has an advantage over CI in determining excavation efficiency.

Keywords: linear cutting test; rock fragments; rock chips; coarseness index; maximum diameter;
specific energy; excavation efficiency

1. Introduction

Mechanical excavation equipment, such as tunnel-boring machines (TBMs) and road-
headers, are widely used for underground construction in the civil and mining engineering
fields, and the demand is continuously increasing. In mechanical excavation, excavation
efficiency is an important factor, and specific energy (SE) is a representative indicator for
this purpose.

The SE refers to the energy consumed to excavate a unit volume, and it has an inverse
relationship with excavation efficiency. The SE is affected by cutting conditions, such as
the penetration depth (p) and spacing (s). Moreover, the SE decreases as the cutting depth
increases, reaching a constant value at a specific depth (Figure 1a) [1–3]. At the same
penetration depth, if the spacing is too narrow, the SE increases because of overcrushing.
However, if the spacing is too wide, the SE increases because no interaction occurs between
the cutting grooves (Figure 1b) [4,5]. Generally, the effect of spacing is greater than that of
penetration depth [6].
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Figure 1. Variation in SE with (a) penetration depth and (b) spacing (reproduced with permission 
from Raf. [7]. 2007. Balci and Bilgin). 
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tions. Hughes [8] reported that the rock fragment size increases with spacing and excava-
tion efficiency. Rånman [9] found that size of the rock fragments follows a Poisson distri-
bution, and rock chips are limited by penetration depth and spacing. Gong, et al. [10] re-
ported that the excavation efficiency increases as the size of the rock fragment increases 
and that the rock chips become long and flat as the thrust increases. Yang, et al. [11] found 
that the size of a rock chip depends on the space between the two adjacent cutting grooves. 
Geng, et al. [12] reported that size of the rock fragments follows a normal distribution and 
increases with the penetration depth. 

Therefore, a considerable number of studies have been conducted to obtain the exca-
vation efficiency from rock fragments, primarily using the particle size distribution of rock 
fragments. Barker [1] conducted a rock-cutting test using a drag-type cutting tool and an-
alyzed rock fragments using the coarseness index (CI), a nondimensional value represent-
ing the size distribution of rock fragments. The results showed that the CI increased slowly 
with narrow spacings and rapidly with wide spacings as the penetration depth increased. 
Roxborough, et al. [13] analyzed rock fragments generated by conical and chisel picks 
with respect to spacing. The CI value increased as the spacing increased. Tuncdemir, et al. 
[14] performed a linear cutting test using a disc cutter and a chisel pick. Regardless of the 
rock type, CI and SE had an inverse relationship, and CI reached the maximum value at 
the specific ratio of spacing to penetration depth (s/p ratio) where the SE was the mini-
mum. 

Recently, studies have been conducted to obtain excavation efficiency based on par-
ticle size parameters obtained by mathematical calculations. Abu Bakar and Gertsch [15] 
found that the size distribution of rock fragments conformed to the Rosin–Ramler distri-
bution, and the absolute particle size (d’) of Rosin–Ramler was related to the size of the 
rock chip. Abu Bakar, et al. [16] analyzed the rock fragments of dry and saturated sand-
stone cut using a disc cutter. Their results indicated that CI and d’ had an inverse relation-
ship with SE, and the CI and d’ of dry rock were always higher than those of saturated 
rock. Jeong and Jeon [17] performed a linear cutting test using a pick cutter. The d’ value 
had a linear relationship with the median particle size (d50) and the midpoint of the distri-
bution size, CI had a linear inverse relationship with SE, and the cutting force increased 
as the size of the rock chip increased. Mohammadi, et al. [18] found that d′, d50, and mean 
particle size (dMPS), which is the arithmetic average of all particle sizes in a sample, had 
similar relationships with SE. They formed an inverse relationship with SE, similar to the 

Figure 1. Variation in SE with (a) penetration depth and (b) spacing (reproduced with permission
from Raf. [7]. 2007. Balci and Bilgin).

The rock fragments generated by excavation are also affected by the cutting conditions.
Hughes [8] reported that the rock fragment size increases with spacing and excavation
efficiency. Rånman [9] found that size of the rock fragments follows a Poisson distribution,
and rock chips are limited by penetration depth and spacing. Gong, et al. [10] reported
that the excavation efficiency increases as the size of the rock fragment increases and that
the rock chips become long and flat as the thrust increases. Yang, et al. [11] found that
the size of a rock chip depends on the space between the two adjacent cutting grooves.
Geng, et al. [12] reported that size of the rock fragments follows a normal distribution and
increases with the penetration depth.

Therefore, a considerable number of studies have been conducted to obtain the exca-
vation efficiency from rock fragments, primarily using the particle size distribution of rock
fragments. Barker [1] conducted a rock-cutting test using a drag-type cutting tool and ana-
lyzed rock fragments using the coarseness index (CI), a nondimensional value representing
the size distribution of rock fragments. The results showed that the CI increased slowly
with narrow spacings and rapidly with wide spacings as the penetration depth increased.
Roxborough, et al. [13] analyzed rock fragments generated by conical and chisel picks with
respect to spacing. The CI value increased as the spacing increased. Tuncdemir, et al. [14]
performed a linear cutting test using a disc cutter and a chisel pick. Regardless of the rock
type, CI and SE had an inverse relationship, and CI reached the maximum value at the
specific ratio of spacing to penetration depth (s/p ratio) where the SE was the minimum.

Recently, studies have been conducted to obtain excavation efficiency based on particle
size parameters obtained by mathematical calculations. Abu Bakar and Gertsch [15] found
that the size distribution of rock fragments conformed to the Rosin–Ramler distribution,
and the absolute particle size (d′) of Rosin–Ramler was related to the size of the rock chip.
Abu Bakar, et al. [16] analyzed the rock fragments of dry and saturated sandstone cut
using a disc cutter. Their results indicated that CI and d′ had an inverse relationship with
SE, and the CI and d′ of dry rock were always higher than those of saturated rock. Jeong
and Jeon [17] performed a linear cutting test using a pick cutter. The d′ value had a linear
relationship with the median particle size (d50) and the midpoint of the distribution size,
CI had a linear inverse relationship with SE, and the cutting force increased as the size
of the rock chip increased. Mohammadi, et al. [18] found that d′, d50, and mean particle
size (dMPS), which is the arithmetic average of all particle sizes in a sample, had similar
relationships with SE. They formed an inverse relationship with SE, similar to the CI. Wang,
et al. [19] analyzed the rock fragments generated by relieved and unreleased cutting using
the CI and Rosin–Ramler distribution.

Based on these studies, a high correlation between the rock fragments and efficiency is
confirmed. However, among the characteristics of rock fragments, their relationship with
CI is concentrated. The CI differs depending on the size and number of sieves used, even
for the same specimen, and requires additional calculations. Subsequently, studies on the
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relationship between the particle size parameters (d′, d50, and dMPS) have been conducted,
but mathematical calculations must be performed, which is disadvantageous.

Therefore, this study attempted to determine whether the maximum diameter (dmax),
which is the most intuitive characteristic of rock fragments, could replace the role of
CI and particle size parameters. For this purpose, dmax and CI were obtained from rock
fragments generated via linear cutting tests under various cutting conditions. By comparing
the relationship between dmax and CI and that between particle parameters and CI, the
similarity between dmax and particle parameters was confirmed. In addition, the results
suggest that dmax and CI are similarly affected by cutting conditions and results. In
particular, dmax has an advantage over CI in terms of the SE.

2. Experimental Setup and Procedures
2.1. Linear Cutting Test
2.1.1. Linear Cutting Machine

Linear cutting tests were conducted using a linear cutting machine (LCM), shown in
Figure 2, which was divided into a cutting system and a control system.
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Figure 2. (a) Overview of LCM; (b) load cells and cutting tool.

The control system is driven by servomotors in the x-, y-, and z-directions. The
servomotors control the moving distance more precisely than hydraulic cylinders. The
x- and y-direction servomotors adjust the cutting spacing and cutting length by moving
the rock in the bucket, respectively, and have a speed limit of 100 mm/s. The z-direction
servomotor moves the cutting tool to adjust the penetration depth.

The reaction forces generated during cutting were measured by the installed load cells
in three axes up to 50 Hz (Figure 2b). The installed 25-ton load cell measured the cutting
(Fc) and normal (Fn) forces in the y- and z-directions, respectively. Moreover, a load cell
with a 15-ton capacity was installed in the z-direction to measure the side force (Fs).

The control system consisted of a computer and accessories, and was used to set
the cutting conditions (spacing and penetration depth), cutting speed, and measurement
period. In addition, data measured could be verified in real time using the display.

2.1.2. Cutting Tool and Rock Sample

Cutting tools can be classified into roller and drag types [4]. A representative example
of the roller type is the disc cutter of a TBM, and the drag type includes the conical pick of
a roadheader. In this study, a drag-type cutting tool was used, as shown in Figure 3. This
cutting tool was obtained from Radical Pick and was manufactured using SKD 11 alloy
steel with a hardness greater than 60 HRC. The length and thickness of the cutting tool
were set to 80 and 30 mm, respectively. The rake angle was set to 5◦, and the clearance
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angle was set to 10◦. The detailed specifications of the cutting tool are shown in Figure 3a,
and the cutting tool is shown in Figure 3b.
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It is difficult to obtain rocks of the same strength and composition. To overcome
this limitation and for simplicity, rock-like materials made of cement, sand, and coarse
aggregates have been used as substitutes in rock experiments [20,21]. In this study, model
rocks were produced using sand and cement to replace real rock. The model rock had
dimensions of 400 mm × 400 mm × 300 mm and was fabricated with uniaxial compressive
strength (UCS) values of 20 MPa, 30 MPa, and 40 MPa. After a curing period exceeding
28 d, UCS and Brazilian tensile strength (BTS) tests were performed to confirm that the
model rock reached the target strength. The physical and mechanical properties of the
model rocks are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical and mechanical properties of model rocks.

Target
Strength

(MPa)

Elastic
Modulus

(GPa)

Density
(kg/m3)

Poisson’s
Ratio UCS (MPa) BTS (MPa)

20 16.92 2214 0.3 18 2.06
30 33.35 2363 0.3 29.3 2.18
40 38.92 2382 0.3 42 2.51

2.1.3. Cutting Scheme

Before performing the main cutting, a series of cuts were performed 2–3 times, as
shown in Figure 4. This series of cuts is called preconditioning. Because the tunnel
excavation machine excavates a damaged surface in the field, preconditioning was used to
create the same conditions [3,21]. For the main cutting test, the penetration depth (p) was
set to 3, 6, and 9 mm, and it was performed at various spacings (s), as shown in Table 2.
The tests were performed under 24 cutting conditions for each rock model. Because the
cutting speed does not affect the cutting performance, such as the cutting force and SE, the
cutting speed was arbitrarily set to 12.5 mm/s [22].
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Table 2. Penetration depth and spacing used in cutting tests.

Penetration Depth, p (mm) Spacing, s (mm)

3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
6 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
9 8 16 24 32 40 48

The SE is an important factor indicative of the excavation efficiency of tunnel exca-
vation machines such as TBMs and roadheaders, and has been used in both the field and
experiments [23–25]. The SE refers to the energy required to excavate a unit volume, and
the excavation efficiency is maximized when SE is minimal. The SE can be calculated using
Equation (1):

SE =
Fc × l

Vc
(1)

where SE denotes the specific energy, Fc denotes the cutting force, l denotes the length of
the cut, and Vc denotes the cutting volume.

The generated cutting force (Fc) in the measurement area during the test was analyzed
and stored every 25 ms. The cutting volume (Vc) was calculated using the weight and
density of the rock fragments recovered in the section where the cutting force was measured.

2.2. Rock Fragment Analysis
2.2.1. Sieve Analysis

After the rock-cutting tests were performed, the fragments were recovered and an-
alyzed to determine the particle size distribution for each cutting condition using sieve
analysis. Seven sieves with different opening sizes were used in this study (Figure 5a).
During the sieve analysis process, the rock fragments moved vertically and horizontally
through the mesh of the sieve. Consequently, rock chips with different size ranges were
classified in each sieve (Figure 5b). After sieve analysis, the masses of the classified rock
chips were used to calculate the CI. Furthermore, the largest rock chip in sieve #4 was
collected to obtain the maximum diameter (dmax).
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2.2.2. Coarseness Index

The CI is a nondimensional value that expresses the particle size distribution of rock
fragments generated during cutting. CI has an important relationship with SE. Regardless
of the cutting tool type, SE decreases as CI increases and is minimized with the maximum
value of CI [14]. Therefore, it can be used as an indicator of the cutting efficiency of
mechanical cutting operations [16].

The CI is defined as the sum of the cumulative weight percentages of the remaining
particles in each sieve used. Therefore, this value depends on the opening size and the
number of sieves used [17,18]. For this reason, to use CI as a rock particle characteristic,
values from the same set of sieves should be used. CI was calculated using Equation (2):

CI =
n

∑
i=1

Wi
Wt

(2)

where CI denotes the coarseness index, n denotes the number of sieves used, Wi denotes
the weight of the rock chip in the ith largest sieve, and Wt denotes the total weight of the
rock chips used for sieve analysis.

3. Comparison of Maximum Diameter and Particle Size Parameters
3.1. Correlation between Coarseness Index and Particle Size Parameters

In addition to the CI, the most widely used methods for measuring and analyzing
particle size include the average particle size and absolute particle size. These were obtained
by mathematical calculations using the particle size distribution acquired by sieve analysis.

The median particle size (d50) corresponds to the midpoint of the particle size dis-
tribution. Thus, d50 is smaller than half of the rock fragments and larger than the other
half. Altindag [26] reported a strong power–function relationship between d50 and CI.
Mohammadi, et al. [18] reported that d50 has an exponential relationship with CI.
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The mean particle size (dMPS) is obtained from the arithmetic average of all phi sizes of
the particles in the sample. The phi size is a logarithmic scale that Krumbein [27] modified
from the Udden–Wentworth scale and is primarily used to determine the particle size of
rocks in sedimentology; it is calculated using Equation (3):

Φ = − log2
d
d0

(3)

where Φ denotes the phi size, d denotes the diameter of the particle in millimeters, and d0
denotes the reference diameter, which is equal to 1 mm.

Because it is difficult to determine the value of all rock fragment particles, dMPS is
usually calculated using percentile values, as shown in Equation (4). Mohammadi, et al. [18]
and Heydari, et al. [28] reported that dMPS has a power or exponential function with CI.

dMPS = d0 × 2−
Φ16+Φ50+Φ84

3 (4)

where dMPS denotes the mean particle size and Φ16, Φ50, and Φ84 denote the phi sizes
corresponding to 16%, 50%, and 80% in the cumulative curve, respectively.

The absolute particle size (d′) is obtained from the Rosin–Rammler distribution func-
tion, which is one of the most widely used particle size distribution curves. The Rosin–
Rammler relationship is given by Equations (5) and (6):

R = 100exp
[
−
(

d
d′

)n]
(5)

ln
[

ln
(

100
R

)]
= n ln d− n ln d′ (6)

where R denotes the cumulative mass (volume) as a percentage retained on the sieve of
size d; d′ denotes the absolute particle size defined as the size at R = 36.79%; and n denotes
the distribution parameter.

Abu Bakar and Gertsch [15] and Mohammadi, et al. [18] reported that d has a very
strong exponential relationship with CI. Wang, et al. [19] and Heydari, et al. [28] found that
d′ and CI have a strong power-function relationship.

3.2. Correlation between Coarseness Index and Maximum Diameter

The maximum diameter (dmax) is a particle property that does not require a mathemat-
ical calculation. Therefore, it can be said that this is the most intuitive characteristic of rock
fragments that does not require additional calculations.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between dmax and CI obtained in this study; the details
are listed in Tables 3–5. Similar to d50, dMPS, and d′, dmax had an exponential relationship
with the CI, with a strong correlation (R2 > 0.8). The range of change in CI was 480–620
in the rock with a UCS of 20 MPa and 530–640 in the rock with a UCS of 40 MPa. This
is similar to the phenomenon in which CI is affected by rock strength in the relationship
between d′ and CI [19]. Thus, dmax is sufficient to replace particle size parameters such as
d50, dMPS, and d′.
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Table 3. Chip size distribution and maximum diameter for model rock of UCS 20 MPa.

p (mm) s (mm) s/p
Cumulative Probability (%)

CI
dmax
(mm)#4 #10 #20 #40 #60 #100 #200

3 3 1 0.4 13.5 28.2 62.0 77.9 85.3 91.6 358.9 6.3
6 2 10.7 35.0 51.0 79.6 88.5 92.4 95.4 452.5 13.9
9 3 22.7 45.1 59.8 81.9 90.6 94.1 96.6 490.7 15.4
12 4 32.4 52.4 64.9 84.2 91.6 94.6 97.0 517.1 17.8
15 5 29.3 49.9 62.5 81.9 90.1 93.4 96.2 503.3 14.5
18 6 27.9 48.4 61.5 82.4 90.5 93.9 96.5 501.2 19.9
21 7 25.9 50.2 63.9 83.0 91.0 94.3 96.8 505.0 12.8
24 8 26.8 52.2 64.8 83.8 91.4 94.7 97.1 510.9 15.1
27 9 33.4 56.3 68.1 86.6 92.4 95.3 97.4 529.5 18.0
30 10 29.1 54.5 67.2 86.7 92.7 95.6 97.5 523.4 16.5

6 4 0.67 14.1 35.1 49.8 73.5 85.5 90.5 94.7 443.3 17.6
8 1.33 34.5 57.0 68.3 83.9 90.1 94.5 96.9 525.3 20.1
12 2 50.2 67.1 75.9 89.6 93.9 96.0 97.7 570.3 24.7
16 2.67 61.2 75.3 82.2 92.5 95.6 97.3 98.4 602.4 32.6
20 3.33 57.8 74.2 81.9 91.7 95.4 97.1 98.3 596.4 30.9
24 4 55.0 69.8 77.1 87.4 90.4 96.5 98.1 574.2 30.0
28 4.67 49.2 67.0 75.4 87.5 91.3 96.6 98.0 565.0 36.0
32 5.33 53.8 68.6 77.2 89.6 94.0 96.2 97.7 577.2 35.0

9 8 0.89 41.5 57.7 67.0 82.1 87.5 94.4 96.7 527.0 25.0
16 1.78 63.8 75.4 81.3 89.9 93.1 97.0 98.2 598.7 45.0
24 2.67 73.9 84.0 89.0 93.8 96.4 97.7 98.7 633.4 38.0
32 3.56 72.4 82.7 87.2 93.0 95.0 97.9 98.8 626.9 47.0
40 4.44 67.2 80.1 85.3 92.1 94.6 97.7 98.6 615.7 53.0
48 5.33 71.4 82.4 87.3 94.2 96.6 97.8 98.7 628.3 54.0

p: Penetration depth, s: Spacing, CI: Coarseness index, dmax: Maximum diameter.
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Table 4. Chip size distribution and maximum diameter for model rock of UCS 30 MPa.

p (mm) s (mm) s/p
Cumulative Probability (%)

CI
dmax
(mm)#4 #10 #20 #40 #60 #100 #200

3 3 1 5.0 18.5 32.6 66.9 81.4 88.1 93.2 385.7 9.9
6 2 11.9 42 57.3 83.3 91.5 94.9 97.1 478.0 12.4
9 3 28.3 54.4 67.4 85.6 92.9 95.4 97.6 521.6 12.7
12 4 34.5 55.2 67.7 86.2 93.5 95.9 97.9 530.9 20.8
15 5 32.7 59.3 72.1 88.2 94.3 96.4 98.2 541.2 17.4
18 6 30.1 56.8 69.7 88.8 94.4 96.5 98.0 534.3 14.6
21 7 32.1 58.5 71.1 87.3 93.7 95.9 97.8 536.4 18.3
24 8 32.4 60.5 73.8 89.0 94.4 96.5 98.2 544.8 19.0
27 9 29.1 57.2 69.4 87.9 93.7 96.1 97.8 531.2 18.3
30 10 32.6 56.8 69.3 88.2 94.0 96.4 97.8 535.1 16.6

6 4 0.67 10.2 32.0 48.4 72.6 83.3 88.7 93.6 428.8 17.8
8 1.33 43.1 61.9 72.7 86.9 92.3 94.9 96.8 548.6 27.0
12 2 49.6 65.8 74.8 88.1 92.1 94.6 97.2 562.2 23.0
16 2.67 59.2 73.3 81.4 90.7 94.6 96.3 97.8 593.3 27.5
20 3.33 61.6 74.2 82.2 91.7 95.5 97.2 98.3 600.7 38.0
24 4 58.2 74.2 82.5 91.5 95.2 96.8 98.1 596.5 38.0
28 4.67 52.8 71.7 80.7 91.5 94.7 96.8 98.0 586.2 30.0
32 5.33 60.5 74.3 80.8 90.5 95.0 96.8 98.2 596.1 34.7

9 8 0.89 42.4 60.3 70.5 87.7 93.3 95.7 97.4 547.3 30.2
16 1.78 62.7 76.3 83.1 93.3 96.4 97.8 98.7 608.3 34.4
24 2.67 72.8 83.6 88.6 95.2 97.7 98.5 99.2 635.6 57.9
32 3.56 68.9 80.9 86.4 93.9 97.0 98.1 98.9 624.1 47.7
40 4.44 71.3 83.4 88.3 95.4 97.6 98.5 99.1 633.6 60.1
48 5.33 63.9 77.5 83.5 93.4 96.5 97.9 98.8 611.5 47.3

p: Penetration depth, s: Spacing, CI: Coarseness index, dmax: Maximum diameter.

Table 5. Chip size distribution and maximum diameter for model rock of UCS 40 MPa.

p (mm) s (mm) s/p
Cumulative Probability (%)

CI
dmax
(mm)#4 #10 #20 #40 #60 #100 #200

3 3 1 6.9 28.4 42.8 73.2 84.6 90.4 93.9 420.2 7.7
6 2 24.9 53.3 67.0 86.8 93.0 95.6 97.3 517.9 16.5
9 3 36.7 60.5 72.2 87.9 93.1 95.8 97.5 543.7 19.6
12 4 32.9 55.6 67.4 86.1 92.5 96.1 98.0 528.6 18.0
15 5 37.8 61.9 71.2 86.8 93.9 96.5 98.3 546.4 22.0
18 6 39.2 57.9 68.3 85.7 91.6 95.3 97.6 535.6 23.1
21 7 33.6 53.4 65.4 85.4 91.7 95.3 97.8 522.5 17.0
24 8 34.6 52.4 64.3 81.8 90.3 94.2 97.2 514.6 21.8
27 9 34.5 54.5 66.5 83.5 91.3 94.8 97.4 522.5 15.1
30 10 31.5 51.8 63.2 83.0 90.0 94.2 96.7 510.4 17.8

6 4 0.67 13.0 33.5 48.7 72.0 83.6 89.6 94.3 434.7 18.2
8 1.33 48.0 64.1 72.7 84.8 90.0 92.5 94.7 546.8 30.2
12 2 49.4 64.6 74.4 87.7 91.6 93.2 96.8 557.7 33.0
16 2.67 58.7 72.4 79.5 90.5 94.5 96.8 98.3 590.7 31.1
20 3.33 58.0 73.1 80.1 91.0 94.8 97.0 98.4 592.4 30.3
24 4 68.5 78.9 84.4 92.1 95.7 97.3 98.6 615.5 36.8
28 4.67 61.1 72.3 79.3 89.5 94.3 96.6 98.3 591.4 39.6
32 5.33 56.5 69.4 76.8 88.8 93.4 95.9 97.7 578.5 39.0

9 8 0.89 45.6 62.8 72.4 86.9 92.2 95.2 97.3 552.4 35.6
16 1.78 62.6 76.5 82.5 91.5 95.0 97.0 98.3 603.4 50.0
24 2.67 66.3 80.1 85.4 93.0 95.8 97.5 98.6 616.7 41.5
32 3.56 69.6 80.7 85.6 93.0 95.7 97.2 98.2 620.0 61.7
40 4.44 67.1 79.3 84.4 92.6 95.7 97.5 98.6 615.2 52.4
48 5.33 65.8 78.7 84.2 91.7 95.7 97.4 98.5 612.0 51.2

p: Penetration depth, s: Spacing, CI: Coarseness index, dmax: Maximum diameter.
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4. Comparison of Coarseness Index and Maximum Diameter by Cutting Conditions
4.1. Effect of Penetration Depth

Penetration depth (p) is a major cutting parameter that affects the cutter head design
of the excavation machine. In general, deeper penetration increases the size of the rock
fragments, resulting in higher cutting efficiency, and vice versa. Because the excavation
efficiency and particle distribution have a significant correlation, the penetration depth
affects the particle size parameters as well as the CI.

Figure 7a shows the relationship between penetration depth and CI obtained in this
study. As the penetration depth increased, CI increased, with a power relationship. This
result is consistent with that reported by Wang, et al. [19]. The relationship between dmax
and penetration depth is shown in Figure 7b. In general, particle size parameters have an
exponential relationship with penetration depth [18,19]. However, dmax was found to have
a linear relationship with penetration depth in this study. In addition, regardless of rock
strength, the correlation of penetration depth with dmax (R2 > 0.74) was stronger than that
with CI (R2 < 0.39).
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4.2. Effect of Spacing

In rock cutting, the spacing (s) between adjacent cuts significantly influences the
excavation efficiency and size of rock fragments. The size of rock fragments can be increased
by increasing the spacing between adjacent cutting tools. However, a spacing that is too
narrow reduces the excavation efficiency. Thus, the CI and dmax were analyzed with respect
to spacing.

Figure 8 shows the relationship between spacing and CI and the relationship between
spacing and dmax. Abu Bakar, et al. [16] and Wang, et al. [19] reported that CI and d′

increased as the spacing increased. Similarly, CI and dmax increased with increasing spacing
in this study. The CI increased with a power relationship, and dmax increased linearly. In
contrast with the relationship with penetration depth, the correlation between spacing and
CI (R2 > 0.50) was greater than that of dmax (R2 < 0.49).
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4.3. Effect of s/p Ratio

The s/p represents the ratio of the spacing to the penetration depth. In mechanical
excavation, the cutting conditions are controlled by the s/p. SE is minimized and CI
reaches its maximum at the optimum s/p [14]. In this context, the changes in CI and
dmax with respect to the s/p were analyzed. The particle size distribution, CI, and dmax
of rock fragments under various cutting conditions are summarized in Tables 3–5 for all
rock strengths.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between CI and the s/p. Even for the same s/p value,
as the penetration depth increased, the CI increased. When the s/p was relatively small
(s/p < 3), CI increased as the s/p increased. The CI reached its maximum value near a
specific s/p, regardless of the penetration depth. After reaching the maximum value, the CI
value did not change significantly, even when the s/p increased. Taking a closer look at the
cutting of rock of UCS 30 MPa (Figure 9b), CI reached its maximum near an s/p of 3, and
the values were approximately 520, 600, and 640 at penetration depths of 3 mm, 6 mm, and
9 mm, respectively. After that, even if s/p exceeded 3, the CI did not deviate significantly
from the maximum.
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As shown in Figure 10, the relationship between dmax and the s/p was similar to that
between CI and the s/p. At the same s/p, dmax increased as the penetration depth increased.
dmax increased with an increase in s/p, and at a specific s/p, dmax reached a maximum.
Subsequently, even if s/p increased, dmax did not change significantly. The regression curve
of p = 3 mm in Figure 10b, which shows a high correlation (R2 = 0.970), demonstrates
that dmax reached its maximum value at an s/p of approximately 4, and even at larger s/p
values, dmax was approximately 16 mm.
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In summary, CI and dmax show similar positive relationships with respect to both
penetration depth and spacing, but different functions are formed. However, in terms of
the relationship with the s/p, CI and dmax show high similarity.

5. Comparison of the Correlation with Cutting Results
5.1. Correlation with Cutting Force

The cutting force is an important factor in determining the SE. Similar to the CI
and particle size parameters, this variable increases as the penetration depth and spacing
increase [2]. In this context, the relationship between CI and mean cutting force (Fc) and
the relationship between dmax and mean cutting force were comparatively analyzed. The
mean cutting forces for each cutting condition are listed in Table 6.

Figures 11 and 12 show the relationship between the mean cutting force and CI and
between the mean cutting force and dmax, respectively. Both CI and dmax increased with an
increase in the mean cutting force. CI formed an exponential function relationship with the
mean cutting force, whereas dmax formed a linear relationship. In addition, the correlation
with dmax (R2 > 0.79) was larger than that with CI (R2 < 0.79).

Table 6. Mean cutting force, cutting volume, and SE for various cutting conditions.

p (mm) s (mm) s/p

UCS (MPa)

20 30 40

Fc
(kN)

Vc
(mm3)

SE
(MJ/m3)

Fc
(kN)

Vc
(mm3)

SE
(MJ/m3)

Fc
(kN)

Vc
(mm3)

SE
(MJ/m3)

3 3 1 0.36 1834 35.8 0.39 1423 49.5 0.42 1330 57.5
6 2 0.38 3090 22.0 0.58 3047 34.3 0.59 2969 35.6
9 3 0.40 4607 15.7 0.80 4181 34.5 0.79 4724 30.1
12 4 0.55 5494 18.0 0.87 4949 31.7 1.04 5508 33.9
15 5 0.85 5316 28.8 1.02 4154 44.1 1.13 6213 32.7
18 6 0.82 5158 28.6 1.31 3976 59.3 1.25 5341 42.2
21 7 0.98 3946 44.9 1.38 4549 54.6 1.18 3108 68.5
24 8 1.01 4281 42.7 1.53 4252 64.9 1.27 3634 63.1
27 9 1.15 4537 45.6 1.70 4773 64.3 1.44 3861 67.1
30 10 1.09 4304 45.7 1.91 4851 70.9 1.95 3987 88.1
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Table 6. Cont.

p (mm) s (mm) s/p

UCS (MPa)

20 30 40

Fc
(kN)

Vc
(mm3)

SE
(MJ/m3)

Fc
(kN)

Vc
(mm3)

SE
(MJ/m3)

Fc
(kN)

Vc
(mm3)

SE
(MJ/m3)

6 4 0.67 0.83 2942 51.0 0.94 2952 57.1 1.23 2898 76.3
8 1.33 0.99 6348 28.1 0.99 6861 25.9 1.37 7134 34.5
12 2 1.22 9508 23.1 1.07 9542 20.2 1.81 10,780 30.2
16 2.67 1.37 12,540 19.7 1.58 10,943 26.0 1.89 11,686 29.1
20 3.33 1.66 12,546 23.8 1.62 12,531 23.2 2.06 12,336 30.1
24 4 1.82 11,456 28.5 1.84 13,501 24.6 2.58 17,429 26.6
28 4.67 1.83 15,654 21.1 1.90 10,200 33.6 3.05 12,429 44.1
32 5.33 2.27 14,012 29.2 2.08 10,153 31.2 3.16 12,161 46.8

9 8 0.89 1.99 11394 31.5 1.76 15,441 27.6 2.45 9340 47.2
16 1.78 2.07 19,002 19.6 2.37 23,958 17.3 2.45 19,718 22.4
24 2.67 2.53 26,063 17.5 2.31 26,971 20.5 2.96 21,668 24.6
32 3.56 2.73 33,984 14.5 3.07 28,387 21.8 3.73 25,767 26.1
40 4.44 3.24 27,235 21.4 3.44 25,565 23.5 4.30 22,261 34.8
48 5.33 3.29 26,098 22.7 3.34 20,182 29.8 5.14 27,705 33.4

p: Penetration depth, s: Spacing, UCS: Uniaxial compressive strength, Fc: Mean cutting force, Vc: Cutting volume,
SE: Specific energy.
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Figure 12. Relationship between maximum diameter and mean cutting force: (a) rock of UCS 20 MPa;
(b) rock of UCS 30 MPa; (c) rock of UCS 40 MPa.

This difference occurred because the penetration depth and spacing limit the size of
rock chips [9]. An increase in the cutting force up to a certain level increases the size of
dmax, but when the size of dmax reaches its limiting value, the increase in the cutting force
increases the amount of rock chips of the dmax size.

5.2. Correlation with Cutting Volume

The cutting volume (Vc) refers to the empty space generated during the cutting. The
relationships between the cutting volume and CI and dmax are shown in Figures 13 and 14,
respectively. The CI and dmax formed an exponential relationship and a linear relationship
with the cutting volume, respectively, which was similar to the relationship with the
cutting force. This was expected, as the cutting force and cutting volume have a linear
relationship [29]. The details of the cutting volume for each cutting condition are presented
in Table 6.
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5.3. Correlation with Specific Energy

In general, SE and CI have an inverse relationship. Tuncdemir, et al. [14], Abu Bakar
and Gertsch [15], and Wang, et al. [19] reported that the statistical relationship between SE
and CI forms Equation (7) for all rock types and cutting tools:

SE = k·CI−n (7)

where k denotes a parameter related to rock strength and cutting tools and n denotes a
parameter related to the cutting-tool type.

In Wang, et al. [19] and Abu Bakar and Gertsch [15], the relationship between SE and
CI also formed Equation (7). In contrast, some studies have reported an inverse linear
relationship [16,17,28,30]. Mohammadi, et al. [18] found that the relationship between
SE and CI can be linear or nonlinear, depending on the type of rock. The relationship
between SE and particle size parameters is similar to that between SE and CI. Regarding d′

as a representative example, Abu Bakar and Gertsch [15] and Wang, et al. [19] reported a
nonlinear inverse relationship with SE, and Abu Bakar, et al. [16] and Haydari, et al. [28]
reported an inverse linear relationship with SE.

Figure 15 shows the relationship between CI and SE obtained in this study. The SE
decreased as the CI increased for all rock strengths. Although the correlation between them
was relatively weak (R2 < 0.50), they had an inverse linear relationship. The relationship
between dmax and SE is shown in Figure 16. For all rock strengths, dmax increased as SE
decreased with an exponential relationship, and the correlation was strong (R2 > 0.89).
Details of the SE with respect to cutting conditions are shown in Table 6.

In the relationship between dmax and SE, when dmax exceeded a specific size, SE
converged to a constant value. In the rocks with a UCS of 20 MPa, when dmax was greater
than approximately 25 mm, the SE was constant at approximately 20 MJ/m3 (Figure 16a).
Even at rock strengths of 30 MPa and 40 MPa, when dmax was greater than 35 mm and
40 mm, the SE was constant at approximately 22 and 25 MJ/m3, respectively (Figure 16b,c).

In summary, predicting excavation efficiency using the change in CI can only result
in predicting an increase or decrease in excavation efficiency, but dmax can be used to
determine whether the SE is close to the minimum value.
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6. Conclusions

This study attempted to confirm whether the diameter of the largest rock chip among
rock fragments generated by mechanical excavation could serve as an index of excavation
efficiency. The CI and maximum diameter (dmax) were obtained from rock fragments
generated under various cutting conditions using a linear cutting test.

By comparing the relationship between CI and particle size parameters, such as
median particle size (d50), mean particle size (dMPS), and absolute particle size (d′), and the
relationship between dmax and CI, it was confirmed that dmax was sufficient to replace the
other particle size parameters.

Changes in cutting conditions had similar effects on CI and dmax. An increase in
penetration depth and spacing increased both CI and dmax, but CI had a power relation-
ship and dmax had a linear relationship. Regarding the relationship between the ratio of
spacing to penetration depth (s/p), CI and dmax increased until s/p reached a specific value.
Subsequent increases in s/p did not significantly affect the CI and dmax.

The relationship with the cutting results was also similar for CI and dmax. The cutting
force and cutting volume increased exponentially as CI increased. The dmax also increased,
with a linear relationship. In the case of the SE, a linear inverse relationship was formed
with CI, and an exponential inverse relationship was formed with dmax. When dmax became
larger than a certain size, SE converged to a constant value. This result suggests that dmax
can provide information regarding whether the SE reaches the minimum value.

Therefore, the results suggest that dmax can replace CI in determining the excavation
efficiency and has an additional advantage. However, it should be noted that this study
used a small-scale linear cutting machine and was an experiment using rock-like materials.
Therefore, it is necessary to verify from further research on actual rocks using a full-scale
linear cutting machine.
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